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your turn
reader comments & sketches

› Design Challenges

The center finding gauge pictured is just a polar coordinate graph. You can 
find a number of variations of this online (google “polar graph paper” if the link 
below does not work).  Print out whichever one suits your needs the best!  
www.google.com/search?q=polar+graph+paper

David Thompson
DENVER, COLORADO

your cover riffs:
Your riffs on one aspect of Stacia Wood’s 
sculptural gem carving pendant, cover, 
January/February, 2013.

DeADLiNes: 
mAy 31, 2013
Email digital scans at 
300 DPI or send photo-
copies of no more than 
three sketches per chal-
lenge, indicating the de-
sign factor that is your 
starting point. Sketches 
will not be returned.

SEND SkETchES & LETTErS 
for print or online publication 
to: KRosenbusch@interweave.
com; or Lapidary Journal 
Jewelry Artist, 88 Glocker Way, 
#299, Pottstown, PA 19465.

Please include your name, 
city, and state, and indicate 
“Your Turn” on the subject line 
or envelope.

Hyphae Ring,  
Jessica Rosenkrantz and 
Jesse Louis-Rosenberg, 
designers, Nervous 
System studio. Sterling 
silver, cast, COVER

Sketch a setting for  
Jim Perkins’ 8.0 ct  
blue topaz, page 30.

Next time:

Write to us ANytime:
What do you think about  
what you’ve seen and read in  
Lapidary Journal  
Jewelry Artist?

your settiNgs:
Designs based on Tom Schlegel’s  
65th Anniversary yellow tourmaline, 
January/February, 2013.

› letters

Photo 1 Choose stones to fit within the 
width of the wire. I originally planned to 
use only blue, but changed my mind and 
went with a rainbow of color instead.
TIP: It is good to have extra stones in 
case you break one. One misplaced steel 
punch mark can crack a stone and is 
common when making gypsy settings. 
Photo 2 Anneal the wire well. Quench, 
pickle, rinse, and scrub with a brass 
brush. Dry completely. Roll the wire 

Secret Sapphire and 
Sterling Ring
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in the rolling mill to 4.5mm x about 
3.9mm, making sure it is thicker than 
the depth of the stone from table to 
culet, and wider than the stone at the 
girdle by about .5mm.
Photo 3 Form the ring around the 
mandrel making a special effort to get 
a narrow and clean soldering join. It is 
critical to have a strong, well-soldered, 
and completely full solder fillet, so 
take the time and anneal as often as 
needed to get a good join. Try not to 
mar the metal to save finishing work 
later in the process.
TIP: Saw the kerf for the join cleanly 
from the inner opening of the ring 
outward with a 2 /0 blade. Then tap the 
ring ends together with a nylon mallet. It 
is important to saw out rather than in to 
avoid cutting your middle finger as the 
blade clears the kerf and flies forward 
through the opening of the ring — right 
toward your unsuspecting finger.

Solder the ring with plenty of 
hard solder and inspect the join for 
completeness.

SKILLS 
• Precise fabrication
• Soldering
• Stone setting with a punch

TIME IT TOOK 
About 3 hours

JEWELRY PROJECT

H O U R  B Y  H O U R

RING SHANK: about 1 hour

STONE SETTING: about 20–30 
minutes per stone

M AT E R I A L S

6mm sterling square wire, about 
80mm length for an average 
size ring

Five 2.5-3mm brilliant faceted 
stones (I used sapphire)

Hard solder

T O O L S

HAND: Jewelers saw, setting 
punch, chasing hammer, hand 
files, needle files, sanding sticks, 
millimeter gauge, ring mandrel, 
nylon mallet, dividers, digital 
caliper, engraving block or other 
device to hold band during 
setting

SOLDERING: Torch, tank, tips, 
pickle, quench, annealing pan, 
soldering block, solder pick, 
flux, brass brush

FINISHING: Moore’s sanding 
discs: fine and medium, 3M 
radial bristle discs, hard felt 
wheel tips for Tripoli and rouge, 
toothbrush and dish liquid, #68 
drill bit, setting burs sized to fit 
chosen stones

OTHER: Flex shaft, rolling mill

OPTIONAL: Printed center finding 
grid or gauge

S O U R C E S

NC Black engravers ball available 
from nc.black.com. Most of the 
tools and materials for this project 
will be available from well stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can be found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 111.

TWO YEARS OF STEADILY MAKING RINGS 
and focusing on their precise fabrication led me to the idea for this design. 

I’ve always struggled with sizing rings, but now that I’ve conquered that hurdle, 
I’m free to riff on the zillions of design variations a ring can have. It’s a plus for the 
budget that making a ring uses so little metal, too.

I made this one for two reasons: a new engraving block from NC Black and 
Company meant I could gypsy set with ease, and I wanted to make a ring that would 
become the innermost one in a stack of minimalist bands. The pretty sapphires give 
me something to play with during meetings or when I am thinking, and I like the way 
they are there for me to see, though not apparent to everyone else.

Gypsy set small stones for an unexpected splash of color

BY HELEN I. DRIGGS

AN 
EASIER 
WAY
find ideas for simplifying this 
project on page 20
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Pauline Warg sells them. We bought one from her several years ago and find it a handy tool.  Just called her to 
verify that she has them in stock and check on the price. During our phone conversation, she mentioned that she 
is doing a torch fired enamel project for Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist and a DVD. Her DVD should prove to be 
popular. She is a talented artist and excellent teacher.

 The Stainless Steel Circle Dividing Templates are available at Warg Enamel & Tool Center, 10 Oak Hill Plaza, 
Scarborough, ME 04074, phone 207-885-9382, Fax 207-520-6233, www.wargetc.com, or email info@wargtec.com.

Tom & kay Benham, contributing Editors (Ask the Experts)
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Re: “Secret Sapphire and Sterling Ring,”  
January/February, 2013

In Your Turn in the March, 2013 issue, we ran a letter from 
Rain Kazymerchyk of South Mountain Ontario, asking for a 
source for the circular gauge in Helen Driggs’ ring project 
that appeared in the January/February, 2013 issue. Helen 
could not remember where she’d acquired that tool and 
asked for reader help. 

We received a number of responses to the inquiry.  
Here are some of them:
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Anyone can download this graph by going to Tim McCreight’s Brynmorgen Press website www.brynmorgen.com. 
Click on the Resources link to find a PDF of the Circle Divider, along with other useful resources.

Pat Accorinti
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

If you have a graphics program on your PC that can 
draw perfect circles and rotate lines around a point, 
you should be able to make your own.  Here’s what 
I developed with Corel Draw on my computer and 
printed out as a PDF file.  Feel free to share it with your 
readers.

Joel Johnstone
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

To divide a circle into a
given number of parts,
connect the points listed:

START, 3
START, 4
START, 5
START, 6
START, 7
START, 8
START, 10

check out Lapidary 
Journal Jewelry 

Artist's iPad app for 
a printable version 

of this gauge!

Matthew  
killian 

Kalispell,  
Montana

Sara O’Brien 
Kalispell, 
Montana

Florence Slagel 
Plainfield, Illinois

Erin Luttringer 
Kalispell, Montana

robert McLean 
Vancouver,  

British Columbia

heidi kim 
Kalispell, 
Montana

Emily 
Mohler 
Kalispell, 
Montana

Stephen cox 
Carmarthen, 

United Kingdom
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